We complete our study of non-Abelian gauge theories in the framework of Epstein-Glaser approach to renormalization theory including in the model an arbitrary number of Dirac Fermions. We consider the consistency of the model up to the third order of the perturbation theory. In the second order we obtain pure group theoretical relations expressing a representation property of the numerical coefficients appearing in the left and right handed components of the interaction Lagrangian. In the third order of the perturbation theory we obtain the so called axial anomalies. However, we get some discrepancies in comparison to the standard literature. More precisely, we prove that one has to consider two group-covariant tensors instead of the usual one.
Introduction
In some preceding papers [14] , [15] we have extended results of Aste, Dütsch and Scharf [3] , [12] , [4] concerning the uniqueness of the non-Abelian gauge theory describing the consistent interaction Bosons of spin 1. It appeared that the gauge invariance principle is a natural consequence of the description of spin-one particles in a factor Hilbert space: gauge invariance expresses the possibility of factorising the S-matrix to the physical space, which is usually constructed using the existence of a supercharge Q according to the cohomological-type formula: H phys = Ker(Q)/Im(Q). The obstructions to such a factorization process are the well-known anomalies. The case when the spin-one Bosons of non-null mass are admitted in the game was studied in [12] , [4] for the concrete case of the electro-weak interaction i.e. when the gauge group is exactly SU(2) × U (1) .
In [15] we have analysed the same problem considering that the spin-one Bosons can have non-null masses and we did not impose any restriction on their number and masses and we did not took into account the matter fields. Similar results have been obtained in [21] . We have obtained only from the condition of absence of the anomaly up to the second order the existence of a Lie algebra g and the existence of a representation of this Lie algebra pertaining to the Higgs fields.
In this paper, we consider the effect of including Dirac Fermions. In this way we are able to investigate a truly realistic model of gauge interactions of elementary particle and, in particular, to see what are the restrictions on such a model determined by the cancellation of all anomalies. The main results are the following ones.
(A) The cancellation of the anomaly in the second order of the perturbation theory brings new relations on the numerical coefficients of the left and right handed components of the interaction Lagrangian. More precisely, new group theoretical property appear:
(i) The coefficients of the vectorial and pseudo-vectorial couplings can be organised as two representations of the gauge algebra: t + a and t − a with a, b, . . . = 1, . . . , r group indices; the usual notations are t R a and t L a . (ii) The coefficients of the scalar and pseudo-scalar couplings can be organised as some tensor operators.
Some of these relations have been obtained from different considerations in [23] , [6] . (B) The cancellation of the anomaly in the third order of the perturbation theory shows that the usual condition of cancellation of the axial anomaly must be amended. In fact, we prove that one has to consider two tensors, one of vectorial and the other of the axial nature
and respectively
and the anomalies are absent iff we have one of the following two possibilities: (a) V abc ≡ 0; or (b) V abc = 0, A abc = 0. (C) A new condition on the structure of the Dirac currents appear. It is interesting that condition on the couplings of the Higgs fields do not appear. We mention here that the term A abc is similar to the one appearing in the usual treatments of the Adler-Bardeen-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. [1] , [7] , [2] , [5] , [17] , [18] . However, the usual expression is given by (see for instance [24] ):
The complete analysis of these new consistency conditions should play a major rôle in the study of realistic physical models. In particular they should be fulfilled by the standard model. We will do this elsewhere. It is important to mention however, that the condition (B) subcase (a) seems to be much easier to fulfil that the usual condition of cancellation of the axial anomaly. In this sense, our analysis shows that there is more freedom in model building, than it is usually imagined.
The structure of the paper is the following one. In the next Section we summarise the description of non-null mass spin-one Bosons and construct the interaction Lagrangian including Dirac fermions also. Then, in the next Section, we outline the general setting for the study of the renormalization theory, the general structure of Ward identities and some facts about distribution splitting..
In Section 4 we construct the S-matrix up to the second order of the perturbation theory. For the case without matter fields we summarise the results of [15] . Then we consider the coupling of Yang-Mills fields with Dirac Fermions and, as anticipated above, we obtain some interesting group-theoretical relations. The complete analysis of all these pure group-theoretical restrictions could fix very severely the possible generalisations of the standard model. In Section 5 we go to the third order of the perturbation theory. In [21] the analysis of the pure Boson sector is performed and leads to some restrictions on the coupling of the Higgs Bosons; we do not obtain these conditions in our analysis. We investigate the Dirac Fermionic sector and we get the new conditions on the Fermionic representations (a) or (b) from above. In the end we particularise the formalism for the case of the standard model with one generation of Dirac particles. In the last Section we comment on the possibility of removing the anomalies in all orders of perturbation theory.
For the sake of clarity of the rather long and intricate analysis we adopt the mathematical definition -theorem style of presenting various assertions and computations.
2 General Description of the Vector Bosons 2.1 Spin-One Relativistic Free Particles with Positive Mass
As in [14] , we take the one-particle space of the problem H to be the Hilbert space of an unitary irreducible representation of the Poincaré group. We give below the relevant formulae for particles of mass m > 0 and spin one. The upper hyperboloid of mass m ≥ 0 is by definition the set of functions X + m ≡ {p ∈ R 4 | p 2 = m 2 } which are square integrable with respect to the Lorentz invariant measure dα + m (p) ≡ dp 2ω(p) ; (in fact only classes of functions identical up to null-measure sets are considered). The conventions are the following: · is the Minkowski norm defined by p 2 ≡ p · p and p · q is the Minkowski bilinear form p · q ≡ p 0 q 0 − p · q. If p ∈ R 3 we define τ (p) ∈ X + m according to τ (p) ≡ (ω(p), p), ω(p) ≡ p 2 + m 2 .
Let us consider the Hilbert space H ≡ L 2 (X + m , C 4 , dα + m ) with the scalar product < φ, ψ >≡ Let us consider the following subspace of H: H m ≡ {φ ∈ H| p µ φ µ (p) = 0}. Then one can prove that the sesquilinear form (·, ·)| Hm is strictly positively defined. As a consequence, the representation (2.1.4) of the Poincaré group leaves invariant the subspace H m and the restriction of this representation to this subspace (also denoted by U) is equivalent to the unitary irreducible representation H [m,1] of the Poincaré group (describing particles of mass m > 0 and spin 1 [22] .) The couple (H m , U) is called a spin-one Boson of mass m.
We turn now to the second quantization procedure applied to such an elementary system. We express the (Bosonic) Fock space of the system F m ≡ F + (H m ) ≡ ⊕ n≥0 H ′ n , H ′ 0 ≡ C as a subspace of an auxiliary Fock space H ≡ F + (H) ≡ ⊕ n≥0 H n , H 0 ≡ C.
One canonically identifies the n th -particle subspace H n with the set of Borel functions : Φ (n) µ 1 ,...,µn (k 1 , . . . , k n ) : (X + m ) ×n → C which are square integrable and verify convenient symmetry properties with respect to the permutations of the couples: (µ i , k i ), i = 1, . . . , n.
In H the expression of the scalar product is naturally induced by (2.1.1) and we have a representation of the Poincaré group given by: U g ≡ Γ(U g ), ∀g ∈ P; (here U g is given by (2.1.2)) which leaves the induced sesquilinear form invariant.
Let us consider the following subspace of H:
Then H ′ n , n ≥ 1 is generated by elements of the form φ 1 ∨ · · · ∨ φ n , φ 1 , . . . , φ n ∈ H ′ and, in the representation adopted previously for the Hilbert space H n we can take them to be formed by those elements of H ′ n which verify the transversality condition k ν 1 1 Φ (n) ν 1 ,...,νn (k 1 , . . . , k n ) = 0. Moreover, the sesquilinear form (·, ·)| H ′ is strictly positively defined and there exists an canonical isomorphism of Hilbert spaces F m ≃ H ′ .
We can define the corresponding field as an operator on the Hilbert space H in complete analogy to the electromagnetic field; we define for every p ∈ X + m the usual annihilation and creation operators A ν (p) and A † ν (p) and next, the field operators in the point x according to
where the expressions appearing in the right hand side are the positive (negative) frequency parts and are defined by:
The explicit expressions are
and
(2.1.8) Some of the properties of the field operators A ν (x) are given below:
is the Pauli-Jordan distribution.
We now give an alternative description of the Fock space F m using the ghosts fields; we have to introduce beside the Fermionic ghosts some Bosonic ghost.
We consider the Hilbert space H gh − ≡ L 2 (X + m , C 2 , dα + m ) and also H gh 
..,µn (K; P ; Q; R) : (X + 0 ) n+w+l+s → C which are square integrable with respect to the product measure (α + m ) ×(n+w+l+s) and verify convenient (anti) symmetry properties.; here K ≡ (k 1 , . . . , k n ), P ≡ (p 1 , . . . , p w ), Q ≡ (q 1 , . . . , q l ) and R ≡ (r 1 , . . . , r l ).
In this representation we can construct the annihilation and creation operators A # ν (t), b # (t) c # (t) and a # (t) (see [15] ). They verify usual canonical (anti)commutation relations and behave naturally with respect to Poincaré transformations.
Then the fields u(x),ũ(x) and Φ(x) can be constructed; they are called the Fermionic (resp. Bosonic) ghost fields. Now we can define the operator:
called supercharge. Its most important property is
An explicit expression of the supercharge in this representation can be found in [15] . As a consequence, we have Theorem 2.1 There exists the following vector spaces isomorphism:
where the subspace H ′ has been defined previously. The isomorphism (2.1.15) extends to a Hilbert space isomorphism:
(with an appropriate scalar product) and the factorized representation of the Poincaré group coincides with the representation acting into the space H ′ .
One can easily see that one can take the limit m ց 0 in the expressions for the various Hilbert spaces and quantum fields and also on the expression of the supercharge Q. In this limit we can write H gh ≃ H gh 0 ⊗ H Φ where H gh 0 is the Hilbert space generated by the fields A µ (x), u(x),ũ(x) and H Φ is generated by the scalar ghosts. Then the supercharge (2.1.13) takes the form Q = Q ′ ⊗ 1 where Q ′ coincides formally with the expression of Q for m ց 0 but acts only in H gh 0 . Moreover, we have: Ker(Q)/Im(Q) ≃ Ker(Q ′ )/Im(Q ′ ) ⊗ H Φ i.e. we can see that the states from H Φ decouple completely and can be considered physical. Moreover, one can see that, in this case, nothing prevents us to consider that the scalar "ghost" has a non-zero mass. This observation is essential for the construction of the standard model, because a scalar "ghost" field corresponding to a null mass Boson, if considered a physical field of non-zero mass is nothing else but the Higgs field [4] .
One denotes by W the linear space of all Wick monomials on the Fock space H gh i.e. containing the fields A µ (x), u(x),ũ(x) and Φ(x). If M is such a Wick monomial, we define by gh ± (M) the degree inũ (resp. in u). The ghost number is, by definition, the expression:
The BRST operator is defined by linearity, the action on the elementary fields:
and the derivation property:
The class of all observables on the factor space emerges (see theorem 2. If the interaction Lagrangian is a Wick monomial T 1 ∈ W with gh(T 1 ) = 0 then the S-matrix is trivial.
The analysis of the possible interactions between the Bosonic spin-one field and "matter" follows the usual lines (see [15] ). Let H matter be the corresponding Hilbert space of the matter fields; it is elementary to see that we can realize the total Hilbert space H total ≡ F m ⊗ H matter as the factor space Ker(Q)/Im(Q) where the supercharge Q is defined onH gh ≡ H gh ⊗ H matter by the obvious substitution Q → Q ⊗ 1.
The canonical dimension ω(W ) of a Wick monomial W is defined by adding 1 (resp. 3/2) for every integer spin field factor or derivative (resp. half-integer spin field factor). For a Wick polynomial, the canonical dimension is the upper bound of the canonical dimensions of the monomial summands.
Massive Yang-Mills Fields
As in [15] , we first define in an unambiguous way what we mean by Yang-Mills fields. All the fields will carry an additional index a = 1, . . . , r and this can be realized with an appropriate modification of the Hilbert spaces (auxiliary or physical). So we have the fields: A aµ , u a ,ũ a , Φ a a = 1, . . . , r given by obvious expressions in such a way that the one-particle subspace is a direct sum of r copies of elementary heavy Bosons of masses m a , a = 1, . . . , r and spin 1.
These fields verify the following equations of motion:
The canonical (anti)commutation relations are:
and all other (anti)commutators are null. The supercharge is given by (see (2.1.13)):
3) and verifies all the expected properties.
The Krein operator can be defined and used to construct a sesquilinear form such that we have
The ghost degree is defined in an obvious way and the expression of the BRST operator is similar to the previous one. In particular we have (see (2.1.17)):
(2.2.5) If we take into account the last observation from the preceding Subsection, it appears that it is possible to make in the formalism presented above some of the masses null. In this case the corresponding scalar ghosts can be considered as physical fields and they will be called Higgs fields. Moreover, we do not have to assume that they are massless i.e. if some Boson field A µ a has zero mass m a = 0, we can suppose that the corresponding Higgs field Φ a has a non-zero mass: m H a . If we use the compact notation and the last relation of (2.2.2) will become:
here a = 1, . . . , r.
Moreover, this process of attributing a non-zero mass to the scalar partners of the zeromass vector fields should not influence the BRST transformation formula (2.2.5); that's it, this formula remains unchanged.
We will construct a perturbation theoryá la Epstein-Glaser for the free fields A µ a , u a ,ũ a and Φ a , a = 1, . . . , r in the auxiliary Hilbert space H gh,r Y M imposing the usual axioms of causality, unitarity and relativistic invariance. Moreover, we want that the result factorizes to the physical Hilbert space in the adiabatic limit. This amounts to
If this condition if fulfilled, then the chronological and the antichronological products do factorise to the physical Hilbert space and they give a perturbation theory verifying causality, unitarity and relativistic invariance.
One may raise at this point the rather serious objection that the adiabatic limit probably does not exists. One way to "cure" this problem is to replace the condition of factorisation (2.2.9) by the "infinitesimal" version postulated in [3] - [12] , namely:
for some Wick polynomials T µ l (x 1 , . . . , x n ), l = 1, . . . , n which must be determined recurringly, together with the chronological products, and to construct the S-matrix S(g) for a test function g, that is without performing the adiabatic limit g ց 1.
However, this point of view is not without problems. Indeed, if one imposes (2.2.10) instead of (2.2.9), then the S-matrix so constructed will not factorize to the physical space Ker(Q)/Im(Q) which raises the question about its physical relevance. To this one must add the rather unpleasant fact that one abandons the consistency condition (2.2.9) which has a direct physical relevance (the possibility of constructing an S-matrix in the physical space Ker(Q)/Im(Q)) for an independent postulate (2.2.10). On the other hand, the rather close connection between (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) suggests that there must exists a common "cure" for both types of problems. That's it, if one can find a reasonable solution of the adiabatic limit problem,, then it is reasonable to conjecture that one will be able to strengthen the mathematical status of (2.2.9) and, eventually, prove its equivalence with (2.2.10) . In what follows we will use the consistency condition in the following form:
If one completely exploits the condition of gauge invariance in the first order of perturbation theory obtaining the generic form of the Yang-Mills interaction of spin-one Bosons. We assume the summation convention of the dummy indices a, b, . . . = 1, . . . , r. The result from [15] is: Theorem 2.2 Let us consider the operator
defined on H gh,r Y M with T 1 a Lorentz-invariant Wick polynomial in A µ , u,ũ and Φ verifying also 3 ≤ ω(T 1 ) ≤ 4. If T 1 (g) factorizes, in the adiabatic limit, to the physical Hilbert space, then it necessarily has the following form:
where we have introduced the following notations: 
Here the various constants from the preceding expression are constrained by the following conditions:
- -the expressions f ′ abc are antisymmetric in the indices a and b:
verify the relation:
and are connected to f abc by:
-the expressions f " abc remain undetermined for m a = m b = m c = 0 and for the opposite case are given by:
2.23)
for m c = 0.
-the expressions g abcd are non-zero only for m a = m b = m c = m d = 0 and in this case they are completely symmetric.
Moreover, we have:
In the condition of the preceding theorem, one has:
where:
(2.2.25) and the expression from this formula are defined as follows:
The expression T 1 from the preceding theorem verifies the unitarity condition
if and only if the constants f abc , f ′ abc and f " abc , have real values; it also verifies the causality condition:
[T 1 (x), T 1 (y)] = 0, ∀x, y ∈ R 4 s.t. (x − y) 2 < 0.
Yang-Mills Fields coupled to Matter
We study here the possibility of coupling Yang-Mills fields to "matter". We suppose that we are given the Hilbert space of "matter" H matter which should also be a Fock space. Then the coupled system is described in the tensor product Hilbert space F Y M ⊗ H matter . One can describe this Fock space consideringH gh,r Y M ≡ H gh,r Y M ⊗H matter with the corresponding supercharge operator and forming the quotient Ker(Q)/Im(Q). We will consider here that the "matter" is formed from Dirac Fermions only.
First, we generalize theorem 2.2:
Theorem 2.4 Let us consider the operator
defined onH gh,r Y M with T 1 a Lorentz-invariant Wick polynomial in A aµ , u a ,ũ a , Φ a and the matter fields, verifying also 3 ≤ ω(T 1 ) ≤ 4. Then T 1 (g) can induce an well defined non-trivial S-matrix, in the adiabatic limit, if and only if it has the following form:
Here j aµ and j a are Lorentz covariant currents build only from the matter fields with ω(j aµ ) = 1, 2, 3 and T 1,matter contains only the matter fields. Moreover the following conservation law should be valid:
The expression for T 1 verifies the unitarity requirement if and only if we have:
and verifies the causality condition if and only if:
Proof:
Beside the terms considered in theorem 2.2 we have to include terms containing explicitly the Dirac Fermions. Lorentz covariance and power counting limit these terms to T 1,matter (x) and:
with j aµ (j a ) a Lorentz covariant (resp. invariant) operator. Proceeding in the same way as for the proof of theorem 2.2, we obtain a supplementary restriction, namely:
In other words, for m a = 0 we get (2.3.3) and for m a = 0 we get:
The expression from the statement emerges. The other assertions are straightforward, although rather tedious to verify.
Corollary 2.5
The following formula is true
where T µ 1 is obtained by adding to the corresponding expression from the pure Yang-Mills case (see (2.2.26 ) and (2.2.27)) the following contribution due to the presence of matter:
Now we get in detail the structure of the interaction Lagrangian in the following two propositions. We have:
Then the generic form of the currents from the preceding theorem are:
The causality conditions from theorem 2.4 are fulfilled and the hermiticity conditions are equivalent with the fact that the complex N × N matrices t a , t ′ a , s a , a = 1, . . . r are hermitian and s ′ a , a = 1, . . . , r anti-hermitian.
Let us define the mass matrix by:
Then we have:
The following mass relations are true:
In particular, the matrices t a , ∀m a = 0 can be exhibited into a block diagonal structure (eventually after a relabelling of the Dirac fields) and the masses corresponding to the same block must be equal.
Proof: It is easy to show that the conservation law (2.3.9) is equivalent to the two relations from the statement.
here ǫ = ±. Then, the relations (2.3.16) and (2.3.17 ) are equivalent to:
Mt ǫ a = t −ǫ a M, ∀m a = 0 (2.3.20) and the hermiticity conditions are equivalent to:
3 Perturbation Theory
The General Framework
We give here the basic ideas of a multi-Lagrangian perturbation theory following [13] . One can argue that the S-matrix is formal series of operator valued distributions:
where g = (g j (x)) j=1,...P is a multi-valued tempered test function in the Minkowski space R 4 that switches the interaction and T j 1 ,...,jn (x 1 , · · · , x n ) are operator-valued distributions acting in the Fock space of some collection of free fields. These operator-valued distributions are called chronological products and verify some properties called Bogoliubov axioms. We note that there is a canonical association of the point x i and the index j i . One starts from a set of interaction Lagrangians T j (x), j = 1, . . . , P and tries to construct the whole series T j 1 ,...,jn , n ≥ 2.
The set of axioms imposed on the chronological products T j 1 ,...,jn are:
• Poincaré invariance.
We suppose that we have an unitary representation (a, A) → U a,A of the group inSL(2, C) (the universal covering group of the proper orthochronous Poincaré group P ↑ + ) and a finite dimensional representation A → S(A) of of the group SL(2, C) such that:
• Causality Let us firstly introduce some standard notations. Denote by
. . , m, j = 1, . . . , n we use the notation X ≥ Y. If
. . , m, j = 1, . . . , n we use the notations: X ∼ Y. We use the compact notation T J (X) ≡ T j 1 ,...,jn (x 1 , · · · , x n ) with the convention
and by XY we mean the juxtaposition of the elements of X and Y . Then the causality axiom writes as follows:
here J i are the indices corresponding to the the coordinates X i i.e J i ≡ pr(X i ), i = 1, 2.
¿From (3.1.5) one can derive easily:
• The unitarity of the S-matrix can be expressed if one introduces, the formal series:
where, by definition:
here X 1 , · · · , X r is a partition of X, |X| is the cardinal of the set X and the sum runs over all partitions. One calls the operator-valued distributionsT j 1 ,...,jn (x 1 , . . . , x n ) antichronological products. The series (3.1.7) is the inverse of the series (3.1.1) i.e. we have:
in the sense of formal series. Then the unitarity axiom is then:
A renormalization theory is the possibility to construct such a S-matrix starting from the first order terms: T j (x), j = 1, . . . , P which are linearly independent Wick polynomials called interaction Lagrangians which should verify the following axioms:
The case of a single Lagrangian corresponds to a single coupling constant, that is P = 1 and in that case the chronological products will be operators T (X) without any indices. One can consider that the interaction Lagrangian is given by the sum
with c j some real constants. In this case, the chronological products of the theory are
Now we consider that the interaction Lagrangians T j (x), j = 1, . . . , P are some linearly independent Wick monomials acting in a certain Fock space with ω j , j = 1, . . . , P the corresponding canonical dimensions. We suppose that they generate the space of all Wick monomials of canonical dimension less that 4. The causality property (3.1.12) is fulfilled, but we must make sure that we also have (3.1.11) and (3.1.13).
It is convenient let the index j to run from 0 to P and to put, by definition
Next, we define the summ j 1 + j 2 of two indices j 1 , j 2 = 0, . . . , P through the relation
and then we extend the summation operation to n-uples of indices J = (j 1 , . . . , j n ) componentwise. We will use the notation
and we call it the canonical dimension of T J (X). Then we add a new axiom, namely the following Wick expansion of the chronological products is valid:
where t K (X) are numerical distributions (the renormalized Feynman amplitudes) with degree of singularity restricted by the following relation:
Let us notice that from (3.1.19) we have:
The recursive construction assumes that we have the expressions T J (X) for |X| ≤ n − 1 verifying all the properties and tries to construct them for X = n. The basic object is the commutator function:
The commutator function can be proved to be Poincaré covariant and to have causal support i.e. supp(D j 1 ,...,jn (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n )) ⊂ Γ + (x n ) ∪ Γ − (x n ) where we use standard notations:
Moreover, a formula similar to (3.1.19) is true:
where d K (X) are numerical distributions; in analogy to (3.1.21) we have:
One knows that there exists a causal splitting
which is also SL(2, C)-invariant and such that the order of the singularity is preserved. So, there exists a SL(2, C)-covariant causal splitting:
We have the relation
and the causal splitting obtained above can be chosen such that
Then these expressions satisfy the SL(2, C)-covariance, causality and unitarity conditions (3.1.3) (3.1.5) (3.1.6) and (3.1.10) for p = n. If we substitute
where the sum runs over all permutations of the numbers {1, . . . , n} then we also have the symmetry axiom (3.1.2). It is easy to see that the induction hypothesis is verified by the operators T J (X), |X| = n constructed in this way.
Ward Identities
We have considered the standard model as defined by the Lagrangian (2.3.2) and showed that we have the relation (2.3.11). The Lagrangian (2.3.2) is the most general one verifying such a property, in the sense that any other Lagrangian verifying the identity (2.3.11) differs from the expression (2.3.2) by a "trivial" Lagrangian i.e. a Lagrangian of the form
with L(x) and L µ (x) some Wick polynomials; the first term in the previous formula gives zero by factorisation to the physical Hilbert space and the second one gives also zero in the adiabatic limit. In [8] one can find a discussion showing that such trivial Lagrangians do not produce effects in the higher orders of perturbation theory.
As we have said in the Subsection 2.2 the problem is to construct the whole series T (X) such that one has the gauge invariance condition in all orders of the perturbation theory at the same time with the other Bogoliubov axioms.
In general we have something more general than relation (3.1.14):
with c j , c µ j some real constants; then we will have something more general than (3.1.15):
In particular, the following conventions hold:
The the gauge invariance condition (2.2.10) can be written more compactly as follows:
One can express this condition in terms of numerical distributions. According to the relation (3.1.19) we must have Wick expansions for the two expressions appearing in the preceding equation:
where we have introduced the notation
The numerical distributions (the renormalized Feynman amplitudes) appearing in these relations have orders of singularity restricted by:
Now it is clear that the expressions W J (X) are a basis in the space of Wick polynomials in variables X so we must have expansions of the type:
with A J,K and B l µ;J,K some numerical matrices which can be explicitly computed. Now one can substitute these relations into the equation (3.2.5) and use a relation of the type (3.1.21). As a result, we obtain the following set of identities:
which are the Ward-Takahashi (or Slavnov-Taylor identities). In [11] these relations are called the C-g identities. They have been extensively studied in [9] . For our purposes, we interpret in the following the renormalization theory as a distribution-splitting preserving the Ward identities. Here are the details. Suppose that we have constructed the chronological products T J (X), |X| ≤ n−1 verifying all the induction hypothesis from Subsection 3.1 and also the gauge invariance condition (3.2.5). Now we can construct the expressions D J (X) for |X| = n according to the formula (3.1.22) from Subsection 3.1 such that we have the well known properties of causality, Poincaré covariance and unitarity. We consider now a causal splitting of the type (3.1.30) such that we preserve Poincaré covariance and the order of singularity. The chronological products can be obtained from the formula (3.1.33), but we still have some freedom in the choice of the splitting which will shall use in the following. Let us define the operator distributions D(X) and D µ l (X) in analogy to the relations (3.2.3). Then it can be proved that we have:
Suppose now that we make for these distributions Wick expansions of the type (3.2.6) (see the relation (3.1.26)). Then we can obtain in analogy to (3.2.10) the following relations:
Now, assume that the advanced and the retarded parts A(X), A µ l (X) and R(X), R µ l (X) have been expanded in Wick series of the type (3.2.6). If one can make the causal splitting (3.1.29) in such a way that we have the supplementary property of preservation of the Ward identities:
then we can see immediately that the corresponding chronological products verify gauge invariance in order n too, i.e. we have (3.2.5) for |X| = n.
The problem with this process of distribution splitting is generated by the fact that in the relation (3.2.12) we have total divergence expressions of the type
and its is not clear if one can split causally such a relation. Even if the preceding relation can be causal splitting can be done, it does not follow immediately that the relations (3.2.12) can be causally split.
Causal Splitting of Distribution
For the second and the third order of the perturbation theory, one need a more general discussion of distribution splitting. We remind here the basic facts about distribution splitting, following essentially [20] . We will use, for simplicity formal notations. Let d(x) ∈ S ′ (R m ) be a distribution. We say that it has the quasi-asymptotics d 0 (x) ∈ S ′ (R m ) in x = 0 with respect to the continuous and positive function ρ if for any test function φ(x) the following limit exists:
exists and determines a distribution d 0 (x) ≡ 0. Equivalently, in momentum space, we say that the distribution d(p) ∈ S ′ (R m ) has the quasi-asymptotics d 0 (p) ∈ S ′ (R m ) in p = ∞ if the following limit exists:
exists and determines a distribution d 0 (p) ≡ 0.
In both cases, one can show that the limit ρ 0 (a) ≡ lim δ→0 ρ(aδ) ρ(δ) exists and it is of the form ρ 0 (a) = a ω . The number ω(d) ≡ ω is called the order of singularity of the distribution. We note for further use the following fact: Lemma 3.1 If d i , i = 1, 2 are two distributions with order of singularity ω 1 = ω 2 then the distribution d ≡ d 1 + d 2 has the order of singularity ω = max(ω 1 , ω 2 ).
If ω 1 = ω 2 then the same assertion stays true if the two distributions have different supports.
We say that the distribution d(x) ∈ S ′ (R 4n ) has causal support if we have supp(d) ⊂ Γ + n (0) ∪ Γ − n (0). We say that the couple of distributions (a, r) is a causal decomposition of a distribution d with causal support if we have
It is possible to show that such a decomposition always exists such that the order of singularity is preserved. For the case of negative order of singularity ω(d) < 0 such a decomposition is, in fact unique. We give explicit formulae for the Fourier transforms of a and r in a particular but important case. Because of the translational invariance we have m = 4(n − 1). Then, for any ω ′ ≥ ω there exists a causal distribution given by the following formulaefor p ∈ Γ + n (0):
For an arbitrary p these distributions can be reconstructed by analytic continuation. The order of singularity of the distributions a and r is ω ′ .
We call the splitting given above the central solution.
For ω ′ = ω we say that we have a minimal solution. One can show that this splitting is not unique. In fact, the arbitrariness can be shown to be an arbitrary polynomial of maximal degree ω in p. One can see that the formulae given above apply in the case of negative order of singularity also,but in this case we do not obtain a solution of the splitting problem which preserves the order of singularity.
We also note that if the distribution d has some supplementary invariance properties, as for instance, Poincaré invariance, the central splitting preserves them. Now we define in an abstract setting the notion of anomaly. Let d µ be a set of distributions with order of singularity ω and with causal support and such that the support of the Fourier transforms do not touch the point 0.. Let us define the distribution If as a result of this process we obtain that
then we say that there is no potential anomaly. In the opposite case we call the expression
an potential anomaly.
The main problem in establishing the gauge invariance of the S-matrix (or in our approach, the possibility of factorizing S to the physical Hilbert space) comes from the possible appearance of potential anomalies of such type in the process distribution splitting. More precisely, it can be argue starting from the relation (3.2.12) that if: (a) all masses of the theory are positive, and (b) there are no potential anomalies, then the process of causal splitting of the relation (3.2.12) can be done. Indeed, one applies the formulae described in the preceding proposition and obtains the relation (3.2.13) . It follows that in this case the factorising the S-matrix to the physical Hilbert space is possible. The restriction (a) can be circumvented by a suitable regularization procedure (as will be done in the the Section 5). This has the consequence that the possible obstructions to the gauge invariance in order n come from such potential anomalies.
We can describe rather well the expression of a potential anomaly in two cases and we will see that these cases are all we need to perform the splittings in the next Sections. The proof consists in using the unicity of the distribution splitting in this case. Indeed, if we have two such splittings, then we have:
But the left hand side has support in Γ + n (0) and the right hand side in Γ − n (0) so their common value should have support in the point 0. According to well known facts in distribution theory, this common value should have the structure of a polynomial (in momentum space variables). But if this expression is not null, it has positive order of singularity and that contradicts the preceding relation. The only way out is to have both sides equal to zero separately.
The case of positive order of singularity is a more complicated. In general, we have
because the operation of derivation, increases the order of singularity. However, this is not the rule, and there are cases when this do not happen i.e. we have
This is exactly the case when potential anomalies can appear. There are some typical examples of such a phenomenon which appear in the second order of the perturbation theory. We consider the case of a single variable x and distributions of the type:
where D 0 is the Pauli-Jordan distribution for m = 0. Now it is clear that we have
3.13)
A causal splitting of the distribution d µ (x) is given by
and we have
Moreover, there is no way to modify the splitting such that the original relation (3.3.13) is preserved.
In general we have the explicit expression of given in the following proposition:
Proposition 3.4 In the conditions described in the statement of the proposition 3.2, suppose that we have ω ≡ ω(d µ ) > 0, ω 0 ≡ ω(d) > 0 and ω 0 < ω + 1. Then, if we apply the minimal distributions splitting described by prop. 3.2 to d µ and d, the anomaly is given by the following
(and for arbitrary p by analytic continuation.) The anomaly given above is a polynomial in p.
In coordinates space, the anomaly will be a polynomial in the derivatives acting on the delta function
One can see that, in general, one can get rid of this anomaly (or at least a part of it) if one redefines the distributions a and a µ ; indeed, one can include all terms containing derivatives in a µ and the constant term in a (if the order of singularity of d is not negative). However, the main obstacle is the fact that the same distribution can appear in more that one relation of the type (3.2.12) and it is not obvious that one can make these redefinition simultaneously in all of them. [14] , [15] and in the previous Section, the canonical splitting, is in fact, the minimal central solution of the causal splitting problem.
Remark 3.5 One can see that what was called in

Second Order Perturbation Theory
Pure Yang-Mills case
We remind here the result from [15] where the pure Yang-Mills case was studied. One can causally split the Ward identities and obtain the generic expression of T 2 (x, y); this will be a well-defined operator on the factor space H r Y M . if and only if some severe restrictions are placed on the constants appearing in the expression of the interaction Lagrangian. 
The group-theoretical informations contained in this theorem are: are an r-dimensional representation of the Lie algebra g.
The representation T a exhibited in the statement of the theorem is nothing else but the representation of the gauge group G into which the Higgs fields live.
One can prove that where the constants g abc are constrained only by the symmetry property in the last two indices g abc = g acb . Now we have Corollary 4.3 Suppose that the constants f abc , f ′ abc and f " abc verify the conditions from the statements of theorems 2.2 and 4.1. Then, the general expression for the chronological product T 2 is given by:
The expression T 0 2 (x, y) is obtained according to the canonical causal splitting of the commutator [T 1 (x), T 1 (y)] and L(x) is an finite normalization of the type (2.2.13) .
Here we have also defined the expression
abdef ≡ 1 5m a S abdef f ′ cba g cdef ; 
Yang-Mills Fields Coupled with Dirac Fermions
Let us define some distributions with causal support which will be needed in the next proposition and which do appear in spinorial QED [20] :
induces a similar splitting for the distribution S M (x) and in this way the Feynman propagator can be obtained. We also have the distribution with causal support:
For simplicity we will denote: S A ≡ S M A , Σ a,A ≡ Σ ma,M A , ∀A = 1, . . . , N, a = 1, . . . , r. We also need the following distributions (here A, B = 1, . . . , N, a = 1, . . . All these distribution can be split causally and preserving Lorentz covariance and we will denote the corresponding retarded, advanced and Feynman distributions in an obvious way.
Then we have the following generalization of the formulae from [15] :
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that that there is no contribution T 1,matter in the first order chronological product. Then, the generic form of the second order chronological product is: Here N(x) is a finite normalization and h (1)
The proof consists, as usual, in the explicit computation of the commutator D 2 , more precisely of the supplementary terms coming from the currents.
Finally, we check if the expression just derived induces an well-defined operator on the physical space. Theorem 4.5 In the conditions of the preceding proposition, the second order chronological product T 2 induces, in the adiabatic limit, an well-defined operator on the physical space H total if and only if, beside the conditions from theorem 4.1 we also have for all a, b = 1, . . . , r, ǫ = ±:
2.7)
Moreover, one has to add to the expression (4.1.9) from the pure Yang-Mills case the following Dirac contribution:
10)
Proof: As in the proof of theorem 4.1, we compute the commutator
for simplicity, we denote the pure Yang-Mills contribution in a suggestive way: D Y M,µ 1 (x, y). Then we get by direct computation:
where by · · · we mean the contributions which do not produce anomalies. We have the following explicit expressions: 
A (x) = U (4) 
The analysis is similar to the one performed for the pure Yang-Mills case. We have from (4.2.11) immediately
and one has to investigate is there exist a causal splitting of the left hand side which preserves the total divergence structure. One finds out that the canonical causal decomposition leads to: The expression of the anomaly A(x) gets an extra term because of the presence of the Dirac Fermions:
Because the terms of the type : uAψψ : cannot be written as a coboundary, we immediately for all a, b = 1, . . . , r:
which are equivalent to the relations (4.2.7) from the statement of the theorem. The analysis of the terms of the type : uΦψψ : from the anomaly is more subtle. Using the notations (4.2.10) from the statement of the theorem we can write this piece of the anomaly in the condensed form:
and we try to write it as a coboundary d Q L(x) with
where we can suppose that the constants c ab , c ′ ab are symmetric and are zero for m a = m b = 0. It is convenient to introduce some notations in analogy to (2.3.18) , namely:
and we have explicitly:
Moreover, we have the hermiticity condition:
It is easy to see that the condition A 0 = d Q L is equivalent to:
It follows that so we have two cases: (a) m a = 0 In this case the preceding relation gives: The relations obtained in this theorem have a pure group-theoretical meaning; the relation (4.2.7) tells that the matrices t ǫ a are representations of the Lie algebra g and relation (4.2.8) shows that the matrices s ǫ a for m a = 0 are some tensor operators with respect to the couple of representations t ǫ b of the Lie subalgebra g 0 . So, we propose the following strategy of analyzing the generalization of the standard model described in this paper: first one should find out restrictions on the Lie algebra g from the relation (4.1.2), then one takes a couple of representations t ǫ a of this Lie algebra and the one determines the matrices s + a for m a = 0 from the relation (2.3.19 ) and for m a = 0 from the relation (4.2.8) using ideas from the proof of Wigner-Eckart theorem. We mention that if one tries to substitute the formula (2.3.19) into the formula (4.2.8), as it is done in [3] , then we end up with some very complicated trilinear relations which are extremely difficult to analyze in the general case.
Let us note that the expressions (2.3.13) and (2.3.14) for the currents can be also written as follows:
and the components corresponding to the signs + (resp. −) are called chiral components of the currents. For further convenience we denote them as follows: j µ;ǫ a (x) and respectively j ǫ a (x), ǫ = ±. It will also be convenient to decompose even further these expression according to the presence or absence of the matrix γ 5 . So, we have the pieces: j µ;ǫ a(V ) (x), j µ;ǫ a(A) (x) and respectively
In closing this Subsection we exhibit now some total divergence structures which will be of use in the analysis of the factorization condition in the third order of the perturbation theory. where L(x) has been defined previously by (4.1.9 ). Then the following total divergence structure is true:
This corollary leads us to a formula of the same nature as (2.3.11), that is a total divergence structure for the second order chronological products.
Proposition 4.7 Let us define the canonical chronological and antichronological products by:
Then one has
2.40)
A similar statement is valid for the antichronological product: In this Section we will analyze the possible obstructions to factorization of the S-matrix in the third order of the perturbation theory. In principle, there is no difference with respect to the preceding Section. Nevertheless, the details of distribution splitting are considerably more more complicated and the same is true for the whole combinatorial argument. As before, we will investigate the action of the BRST operator d Q on the third order commutator
here we have put, for simplicity:
As in the case of the second order factorization condition, the effect of applying the BRST operator on the third order commutator is a total divergence expression. This follows easily from the definitions given above and formulae (2.3.11) and a similar one for the second order chronological products (4.2.40) + (4.2.41). In fact, a much more convenient expression can be found:
here the (numerical) distributions of the type d must have also causal support. In fact, the general structure of these distributions is:
Here the distributions d # i (x − y), i = 1, 2, 3 can be of the type
with the fields φ(x) as factors in T µ 1 (x) and ψ(y), (resp. χ(z)) as factors in T 1 (y) (resp. T 1 (z)); by the sign # we indicate that some of the distributions d (+) from above must be substituted by the corresponding advanced or retarded parts: d adv(ret) .
In fact, the rules of these substitutions are the following: one applies Wick theorem to the expression
and keeps only the terms where there are effective Wick contractions. Next, one one has to make the substitutions indicated above in some factors. After inspecting the expression of D µ 1 from the preceding proposition, we arrive quite naturally at a formula of the type: then it can be easily seen that one can causally decompose the distribution d Q D µ 1a such that the total divergence structure is preserved. More precisely, if we define similarly to (5.1.11): then this is the advanced part of D µ 1a (x, y; z) and moreover, the expression ∂ ∂x µ A µ 1a (x, y; z) is the advanced part of ∂ ∂x µ D µ 1a (x, y; z). So, if (5.1.17) can be fulfilled, there will be no anomalies coming from the first piece of d Q D 3 .
Comparing to the results of the preceding Subsection, we start to investigate, in our particular case, the possibility of appearance of anomalies.
(ii) It is important to establish a standard procedure of splitting of the distributions. We will do this below in such a way that we will be able to apply the propositions 3.3 and 3.2 from the preceding Subsection. We have to circumvent somehow the possibility that the conditions of the proposition 3.2 are not met. This is particularly important because if there are nullmass particles in the theory, some of the distributions appearing in the expression d Q D 3 will certainly not fulfil this requirements; more precisely the point 0 will be included, in general, in the spectrum of the Fourier transform of some of these distributions. Although it is possible to modify the formula from prop. 3.2 such that these cases are also covered (see [11] ), this modification makes the analysis more complicated that it already is! We will prefer a different trick.
Let us consider a typical distribution (5.1.15) and exhibit the dependence on the masses: d(µ 1 , . . . , µ l ). The problems are created by those distributions for which some of the parameters µ 1 , . . . , µ l can be null. We first can prove that the preceding distribution admits a Taylor expansion with rest: d(µ 1 , . . . , µ l ) = d(µ, . . . , µ) + (µ i − µ) ∂d ∂µ i (µ, . . . , µ) + . . .
where the last contribution is the Taylor rest and µ > 0 is an arbitrary parameter. Now it is not difficult to see that for expressions of the type (5.1.15) the preceding series has the following nice properties: -every term in the sum has the order of singularity with at least one unit less than the preceding term. This means that is we take k sufficiently large we can make the order of singularity of the Taylor rest ≤ 2;
-if the distribution d has causal support, then every term in the series has also causal support; indeed the operations derivation and of fixing the parameters to the value µ cannot destroy the support properties. In fact the structure of the type (5.1.15) is conserved by this operations;
-all the terms in (5.1.19) , except the last one, have in the momentum space the following structure (we use the notation P ≡ p 1 + p 2 ):
with λ i > 0, i = 1, 2, 3. In particular, these terms meet the conditions of proposition 3.4. As a consequence, we adopt the following standard procedure of splitting distributions of the type (5.1.15): for all terms of the series (5.1.19) we apply proposition 3.4 and for the Taylor rest we apply proposition 3.3. As a consequence of prop 3.3 the Taylor rest does not produce anomalies. The nice thing about this recipe is that one can compute the anomalies for the first k terms of (5.1.19) using the minimal central decomposition formula.
(iii) Now we apply the splitting procedure described above and we have two cases.
(I) The first one is given by the first terms of the formula (5.1.11) i.e. the distributions do not carry the index µ; the index appears in the corresponding Wick monomial. It is not hard to see that in this case we have:
as a consequence, proposition 3.4 shows that these terms do not produce anomalies.
(II) The second case corresponds to the second term in (5.1.11) and we have distributions carrying the index µ. There are two subcases:
(a) the index µ comes from a derivative In this case one investigates a typical term of (5.1.15); the Fourier transform of such a term has the structured µ (p 1 , p 2 ) = const.
One investigates now if it is possible that ω( ∂d µ ∂x µ ) < ω(d) + 1. By applying the derivation, in the preceding formulae we get r µ → p 1 · r and respectively p µ 1 − r µ → p 2 1 − p 1 · r so the order of singularity increases, except for the case when the variable r is fixed in the first (resp. the second) case to 0 (resp. to p 1 ) i.e we haved 1 (r) ∼ δ(r) (resp.d 2 (s) ∼ δ(s)). But it is easy to see that this cannot happen in all terms appearing into formulae of the type (5.1.15) . So, this case does not produce anomalies.
(b) the index µ comes from a matrix γ µ In this case, we can have two subcases:
This case does not lead to anomalies, as in case (a) above.
(b2)d µ = T r (γ µ Γ)f with Γ a matrix depending on (p 1 , p 2 ). In this case we haved = T r (γ · p 1 Γ)f so the term of maximal degree in p can cancel from purely algebraic reasons, that's it by taking of the trace. We conclude that there are two type of terms which can produce anomalies: (A) those of the type (b2) from above in which a trace is present; (B) those coming from the delta terms appearing in the formula (5.1.6). These terms have been analyzed previously in [21] and we will mention briefly the outcome using our methods, at the very end of the proof.
(iv) We concentrate now on the anomalies of origin (A). There are four types of terms X µ 1 (see (5.1.14) ) which can produce such an anomaly; let us list them:
In these terms we have to consider Wick contractions leading to traces. It is not hard to see that in this case the generic expression (5.1.11) becomes:
where by · · · we mean the terms which cannot produce anomalies. According to the general strategy developed so far, we have to compute explicitly the five types of distributions appearing in this formula and investigate if, after applying the operator ∂ ∂x µ it is possible that the order singularity does not increase by an unit, as we would normally expect. If we index the two chiral pieces of the currents from the formulae (4.2.33) and (4.2.34) by appointing an ǫ which can take the values + or −, then it is clear that every one of the operators X µ i listed above are, in fact a sum of eight contributions:
where we have denoted (ǫ) ≡ (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , ǫ 3 ). Moreover, every operator of the type X µ(ǫ) i is a sum of eight terms because we have in every chiral component we have a vector piece coming from the factor 1 2 γ µ and an axial piece coming from the piece 1 2 γ µ γ 5 . So, in fact we have a further decomposition X
. So, all in all, every distribution appearing into the formula (5.1.23) is formed of 4 × 4 × 4 pieces. We investigate a typical piece. From the generic formula (5.1.15) one can find, paying attention to the signs appearing in Wick theorem for Fermions:
The piece d µρλ;(ǫ) abc;V AA is obtained by making γ ρ → ǫ 2 γ ρ γ 5 and γ λ → ǫ 3 γ λ γ 5 , etc. It is convenient to group all the terms in which there remains no γ 5 factor into a vector part d µρλ abc;V and the rest into an axial part d µρλ abc;A . Next, one should perform a Fourier transform of the distribution given above and after that construct the the Taylor series (5.1.19) . We consider the first term of the series i.e. we put all the Fermion masses equal to a certain positive value M.
After some very tedious computations the following result is obtained:
where the three terms correspond to the three pieces of the generic expression (5.1.20) . The structure of these components is given below:
where P i are some polynomials having terms of third order and of first order degree in the variables r, p 1 and p 2 . In particular, they have different support properties, so one can compute the order of singularity of the preceding distribution by studying the three terms individually and applying lemma 3.1. Next, we can easily establish that the order of singularity of these terms is given by the highest power part of the polynomials. So, we have after some computations that:
Here the expression V abc and A abc have been defined by the formulae (5.1.7) and (5.1.8); by the dots we understand contributions with lower order of singularity.
The vector and axial parts from this formula are induced by the corresponding decomposition of the polynomials from (5.1.27)-(5.1.29) into a vector and a axial part:
We give only the expression for i = 3.
Now it is clear that we must study the order of singularity of distributions of the following type:f and find that something interesting, finally happens. Indeed we have: [20] . In particular, only the last term of the expression (5.1.26) gives something non-trivial and one obtains:
In this case the distributionf µρλ abc vanishes and from the proposition 3.4 it follows that the anomaly must be a constant (independent of p 1 and p 2 ). We start again from the generic expression (5.1.24) for the distribution d µρλ abc and observe from considerations of Lorentz invariance the generic expression (3.4) of the anomaly that we must have
with K i functions of the invariants p 2 1 , p 2 2 and P 2 . It is clear now that these functions has to be in fact equal to 0.
We must consider now the next term in the Taylor series (5.1.19) for the distribution d µρλ abc . It is easy to prove that this term can have the order of singularity at most 0 so it can produce an anomaly which is a constant. Then, the same reasoning as before applies and there are no anomalies. The third term of the Taylor series can be also be analyzed and, again, it does not produce anomalies. In conclusion, the distribution d µρλ abc can produce anomalies only in the case V abc = 0, A abc ≡ 0.
We now analyze the other distributions from the expression (5.1.23). We begin with d µ abc and observe that this distribution can be obtained from d µρλ abc by making some simple transformations:
But in this case the axial part of this distribution will be null because T r(γ 5 γ α γ β ) = 0 so, repeating the same argument as before, we conclude that the second term from (5.1.23) does not produces anomalies.
The next two terms of the formula (5.1.23) have the structure (5.1.27)-(5.1.29) but the polynomials are of degree 2. This means that these distributions can have the order of singularity at most 0. But in this case, the anomaly must be a constant. On the other hand, a direct inspection of the anomaly, starting from the proposition 3.4 and using consideration of Lorentz covariance, leads to a generic form of the anomaly:
where L i are functions of the invariants p 2 1 , p 2 2 and P 2 . As before, it is clear that these functions has to be in fact equal to 0.
Finally, we analyze the last contribution from (5.1.23) i.e. the distribution d µ a . First, we prove as before that the axial part is 0. Next, we observe from Lorentz covariance arguments that we must haved λ a (p 1 , p 2 ) = p λ
This implies that we have ω(d a ) = ω(d µ a ) + 1 and, according to prop. 3.4, there are no anomalies.
So, we can summarize the result of the analysis for the first term D µ 1 from the formula (5.1.6) as follows: the anomalies can appear only in the case V abc = 0, A abc ≡ 0 and in this case, the explicit expression in the coordinates space is
which is not a coboundary, as can be easily proved.
It is easy to prove that the second term from the formula (5.1.6) produces the same anomaly. An important difference comes in the analysis of the last term of (5.1.6). We follow the same line as before, and get distributions of the type (5.1.34) and (5.1.35) . But now we must contract these distributions with P µ because the distribution D µ 3 is differentiated with respect to z. It is easy to prove that in this case the axial part is null, so there are no anomalies.
In conclusion, we can have only the anomaly (5.1.43) in the conditions V abc = 0, A abc ≡ 0 and we obtain the first condition from the statement of the theorem.
(v) We still have to investigate the possible anomalies coming from the delta terms from the expressions (5.1.6) D µ i . As we have said before, these terms have been analyzed in [21] . We present here briefly the analysis of these terms using our technology and we find a new condition of consistency which seems to be missing in this references. For i = 1 only the term iδ(y −z)[T µ 1 (x), L(y)] can produce anomalies. The contribution corresponding to i = 2, 3 triples this possible anomaly. One can compute the commutator and select the terms which will lead, in principle, to an anomaly. We get: 
A (y) =Ṽ
By · · · we mean the rest of the commutator which cannot produce anomalies Now, as in [14] and [15] we get from this commutator a possible anomaly: We have introduced the following notations:
for m b = 0 and t abc ≡ i
for m b = m c = 0. The symmetry in b and c is obvious. We analyze these possible anomalies in detail.
• In [10] it is proved that the A 1 = 0 due to the Jacobi identity.
• One can also show, using the identity (2.2.22) that A 2 + A 3 = 0.
• Next, we try to write the anomaly A 4 as a coboundary: d Q L(x). We should take
where we can suppose that the constantsg (9) acf gh are zero if all indices correspond to zero masses. We obtain the relation: In this case, the preceding relation can be solved for the constantsg (9) acf gh if the following consistency relation is verified: which is again, an identity.
• Similarly, we try to write the anomaly A 5 as the coboundary of L(x) =g where we can suppose that the constantsg (10) acef gh are zero if all indices correspond to zero masses. We obtain the relation: (5.1.60)
As above, one can show that for m c = 0 we obtain a consistent definition of the coefficients g
acef gh and for m c = 0 we get an identity. where we can suppose that the expressions c abc and c ′ abc are completely symmetric and moreover, we can suppose that they are zero for m a = m b = m c = 0. We obtain the following equations: 3im a c abc = t abc , 3im a c ′ abc = t ′ abc .
(5.1.62)
As before, we have two cases:
(a) m a = 0
In this case, we can solve the preceding equations for the expressions c abc and c ′ abc if the following consistency equations are true In this case, we also use (4.1.6) and obtain an identity.
In the end, we get the conditions from the statement.
We end with the following proposition: In particular, there exist Lie groups for which this tensor is not identically null.
Remark 5.5 Recently [16] a new method was proposed to solve problems of consistency as the ones appearing in our paper. Instead of imposing a factorisation condition of the type (2.2.9) (or its "infinitesimal" version (2.2.10)) one imposes a quantum analogue of the Noether conservation law of a certain current. Presumably, this starting points are equivalent and they should lead to the same sets of consistency conditions. This point deserves further investigations.
Regularization and Anomalies
We have succeeded to give a complete analysis of the possible anomalies appearing in the standard model up to the order three of the perturbation theory. One would want to generalise this analysis to all orders of the perturbation theory. One way to do this would be to use some scale covariance arguments, like in the usual approach of algebraic renormalization theory [19] . This approach will be investigated in a subsequent publication. We comment here on the possibility of implementing the usual arguments contained in [1] and [2] in the framework of Epstein-Glaser perturbation theory. The idea of these references is to replace everywhere the photon propagator by a regularised one:
In this way, the theory becomes, by usual power counting arguments, super-renormalizable and one can see that the Ward identities can be broken only in low orders of perturbation theory, namely only for n ≤ 3. One can take afterwards the limit M −→ ∞ and argue that the terms which we have neglected by making the substitution (5.3.1) contain the parameterM into the denominator and so, they should vanish in this limit.
The way of using this argument in the causal approach to perturbation theory is to use a regularization procedure of the numerical distribution of the type d(x, y, z) similar to the Taylor expansion trick we have used in step (ii) of the proof of the main theorem. We obtain a regularization in the following way: we compute the numerical distribution d reg (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) using instead of the usual Pauli distribution for the photon D 0 (x) the regularized expression D reg 0 (x) given by:
D ±,reg 0 (x) ≡ dα + 0 (p)e ±ix·p θ(p 0 ) δ(p 2 ) − δ(p 2 − M 2 ) . (5.3.2)
One writes then d(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) = d reg (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) + d ′ (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ); (5.3.3) this relation can be taken as a definition of the distribution d ′ (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ). Then, one can hope to prove the following facts:
• The distributions d reg (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) will still have causal support, although they would spoil gauge invariance;
• The distribution d reg (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) has the order of singularity at least one unit lower than d(x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ).
• Accordingly, when we apply to it the process of distribution splitting one can have the (anomalous) situation when by derivation the order of singularity decreases instead of increasing, only in low orders of perturbation theory; more precisely only for n ≤ 3.
• The distribution d ′ (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ; x n ) gives no contribution to the chronological products in the limit M −→ ∞.
In such a way one could have a very straightforward way of ruling out anomalies in higher orders of perturbation theory. This idea worth further investigation.
